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QUESTION 1

What should be taken into account most when prioritizing tasks according to DevOps practices? 

A. How long the task has waited 

B. How much the team likes the task 

C. How much value the task adds 

D. How much work the task takes 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the DevOps practice called that maximizes detection of common errors? 

A. Shift Defect 

B. Shift Down 

C. Shift Left 

D. Shift Right 

E. Shift Up 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://books.google.com.pk/books?id=gBSGDwAAQBAJandpg=PA70andlpg=PA70anddq=devops
+practice+called+that+maximizes+detection+of+common
+errorsandsource=blandots=TxpzF69jKiandsig=ACfU3U0jOVfwRwOavRYYsAQxejGlZzkjqwandhl=enandsa=Xandved=
2ahUKEwjStsHUhr3lAhXZ6OAKHeCiCs4Q6AEwAHoECAkQAQ 

 

QUESTION 3

Every team needs information. In DevOps, it is stressed to visualize certain information. Which piece of information
should be made available, so the team has ready access to it? 

A. In which step is work accumulating, inhibiting flow? 

B. What is management working on right now? 

C. Which other projects do not have enough manpower? 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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Even more than Agile or Scrum, DevOps encourages continuous delivery of new functionality and continuous feedback
from the customer. 

What does this achieve? 

A. It increases the team\\'s responsibility 

B. It improves customer relations 

C. It yields a greater return on IT 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A team stores not only source code, but many other things related to the IT system, such as tests, scripts, artifacts,
libraries and many other things. 

Which DevOps principle has this team implemented? 

A. Continuous delivery 

B. Deployment pipeline 

C. Version control 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

What is not a proper use of the deployment pipeline? 

A. As an audit log that enables the monitoring of all changes 

B. As an optimal way to link development and testing together 

C. To accelerate the delivery of changes to Production 

D. To always maintain the system in a working condition 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A company decides to do canary releases for some new functionality. What is a description of a canary release? 

A. Releasing to a limited number of users, before releasing it to all users 

B. Switching users from interacting with one release to the next within seconds 

C. Test business hypotheses by having half of the users switch to a new release 
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Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.modernanalyst.com/Careers/InterviewQuestions/tabid/128/ID/5041/What-is-acanary-release-
and-what-are-some-of-the-benefits.aspx 

 

QUESTION 8

In DevOps, the organization should start where they are and progress iteratively. 

What needs to change compared to a more traditional environment to facilitate progression? 

A. Cultural and organizational changes within the IT department only 

B. Disappearance of the Development and Operations departments 

C. Implementation of complex systems, to ensure confidence in the systems 

D. Management principles and approaches to information technology 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Your team uses continuous delivery. 

What are two reasons to keep the batch size small? (Choose two.) 

A. So that each team member can get their own batch 

B. So that root causes of problems can be identified and resolved quickly 

C. So that the product owner can report back to the customer 

D. So that the product owner has a good idea of what is delivered when 

E. So that there is room for Kaizen blitzes in between work 

Correct Answer: BD 

Reference: https://medium.com/faun/small-is-beautiful-the-importance-of-batch-size-ea968ed8d477 

 

QUESTION 10

What helps a DevOps team to successfully develop and deliver working software? 

A. Allowing your DevOps teams to develop their own specific mission 

B. Forming a DevOps team for short period of time during a project 

C. Identifying, fixing and learning from errors only after your project ended 
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D. Writing code for software to have built-in quality as a main goal 

Correct Answer: D 
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